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Spring dance weekend '72, be it anachronism, anathema, or analgesic,
begins this Friday, April 21. The usual array of fraternity and room parties, closed or open, official or impromptu, will add their festive glow
to the Hill and to the heart of every
Kenyon male and female. In addition
to the divisions' traditional rites of
spring, the Social Committee has arranged for two evenings of concerts.
Friday night at 8:30 P.M., Rosse
Hall will be the spot to see Ry Cooder
and his band. Rick Alles, Social
chairman, describes Cooder as "an
amazing guitarist and personality"
who has performed with Judy Collins
and taught the Rolling Stones everything they capitalize on today. Rumored to have written the Stones'
"Honky
Tonk Women", Cooder
plays "country rock with a '30's

flavor."

EJHeEs Pafclh

Ilose

by Steve Christy
esthetically pleasing and totally
The center path islands in downtfunctional. Basically, for the sake
own Gambier have deteriorated
of whatever greenery may survive
rapidly over the last five years. And
on these islands, the designer must
as with any environmental problem,
define plainly (but without didacDie cause has been the same: man's
ticism) where people may and may
inability to understand and respect
not walk. He must draw clearly the
the natural world. Massive and haplines between areas of travel and
hazard foot traffic, the product of
areas of enjoyment, yet at the same
all our intentions to get from one
time blend the two so that the finishplace to another in the shortest possed project is esthetically unified and
ible distance, has so compacted the
acceptable to the downtown area.
soil that sixty per cent of the existiThe Center Path project currently
ng trees have died. Further, there
under construction will hopefully
used to be sufficient grass to satisfy
achieve these ends. Launched with
the oxygen needs of two students for
the dual blessings of college and
one semester. That too is gone. Finatown, it will seek to reorganize these
lly, add a little road salts, exhaust
islands into useful and attractive
fames, asphalt and gravel, and the defeatures for Gambier. The plan calls
structive recipe is complete.
for a number of cross paths of varySo the question now
stands, what ing angles and dimensions, laid out
does one do with a bit of rural land
to connect directly those areas
that has been
thrust into an urban where most people go. For example,
situation? The answer is to apply
one will run from the women's camp"hat amounts to some urban plannus towards the post office, a heavily
ing: to design it so that it is both
Lraveiea route. Another will run

Baroque Sack
by Greg Hunt
I'nder the direction of Kenneth Taylor, Kenyon's Baroque ChamberEn-sembl- e
will present the year's final
cncert on Sunday,
April 30, at
2:30 PM
in Philo.
The Baroque
Ensemble,
sponsored by the Kenyon
Mic Club, will depart from its
usual program
of early 18th century
""sic in a presentation of works
Irm the 1760's and 1770's.
These

were "two decades of rapid
which decisively prepared
way for the
masterpieces of

change
e

Viennese

Classicism," Mr. Taylor

sas. They combine the influences of
Mozart and Haydn
as well as those
tfthe lesser known Leopold Mozart
m J. C. Bach. Best known of the
"orks

rs
representing
these
in the April 30 concert is the
A. Mozart
Bassoon Concerto in
1 flat,
K. 191, followed by J. C. Bach's
Quintet in
F for oboe, violin, viola,
Celo and
harpsichord; Leopold
Trumpet Concerto in D; and
Haydn's keyboard
Concerto in D.
The
group's 15 members reflecta
siificant growth over the nine- moer Ensemble of last year. This
H!er Ensemble
enables the mem-r- s
to present a number of chamber
wrks diverse in
form and instrumentation. The program of Sunday,
30, displays a variety of in
com-Wse-

Mo-jfr-

t's
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struments in solo capacities and requires the assistance of Janet Slack
in the W. A. Mozart Bassoon Concerto, Stephen Huber in the elder
Trumpet Concerto and
Mozart's
Lois Brehm at the harpsichord in
Haydn's keyboard concerto.
Other members participating in
this concert are: Alan Koletshy,
Fuyuki Nakamura, Clifford Weber
(violin); David Suskin (viola); Jennie
Fisher, Mimi Henley (oboe); John
Schaeffer(harpsichord); David Culp,
Hugh McElrath (cello); Debbie Lunn,
Tom Wilson (horn); and David Jones
(double Bass).
The Baroque Ensemble's members
include three freshmen, three sophomores, three juniors and one senior. However, the group appeals to
those interested who are not of the
Kenyon academic and social community. Fuyuki Nakamura is an exchange student from Japan's Waseda
University studying at Denison, and
David Jones plays double bass in the
Columbus and Springfield symphonies.
Following the Baroque Chamber
Ensemble Concert of Sunday, April
30, the Music Club will present Lois
Brehm in a recital of music for the
harpsichord by members of the Bach
family on Sunday, May 7, 2:30 PM in
Philo.

from the bookstore to the bank, and
so on. Between these crosspaths will
be raised planters, their shapes and
sizes being determined by the angles
and distances of the crosspaths.
They will be built out of railroad ties,
and filled with several durable
ground covers. Each of these
planters will enclose a new or existing tree; in the cases of existing
trees special tree wells will be built
to accommodate the change in soil
levels. The new trees, sixteen of
them, will be hackberries: a large,
tree native to this area
that is recognized for its ability to
withstand extreme city conditions.
Hackberry will become the official
tree of these islands, and as existing
Sugar Maples die they will be replaced by this tree. The brick sidewalks will line both sides of these
islands; they will serve as a place
for people to get in and out of their
parked cars. Center Path will remain as it is, and both it and the
cross paths will be gravel. Brick
was chosen for the sidewalks to add
a new color and keep the gravel element in balance. The project extends
from The Village Inn to the bank, the
area south of the inn being in strong
enough condition as to not need reopen-growi- ng

novation.

This plan will radically alter the
appearance of downtown Gambier.
Unfortunately, such action is necessary, as the
college
and town population has forced an urban solution on this area. Grassy
lawns can no longer survive here,
and if the problems of pedestrian
traffic are not confronted now these
islands will only continue to decline.
With the continued use of native trees
and gravel, however, and the attempt
to keep new materials as restrained
as possible, the urban effect will
hopefully be minimal.
ever-growi-

ng

The ad hoc committee, appointed by the Chairman of the Board
of Trustees, to study implications
of Kenyon College's change to a
coeducational institution has asked me to announce that it will
hold an Open Meeting on Monday, April 24, at 7:00 p.m. in
Rosse Hall. All interested persons
in the Kenyon Community are invited to attend to present whatever ideas they may have regarding this change which will aid the
committee in its deliberations.

Ry

cooder,

guitarist

renowned bottleneck

and session musician, is
now appearing as a solo artist in
his own right.

Cooder has basically a Country
flavor but has recently found himself more and more within a rock
context. His credits are most impressive and include session work
with the Rolling Stones ("Let It
Bleed," "Jamming With Edward,"
"Sticky Fingers"), David Blue
("Stories") and many others too
numerous to mention. He has just
released his second album for Reprise Records entitled "Into The
Purple Valley" which he will, no
doubt feature selections from. Cooder will play Acoustic Guitar, Slide
Guitar, and Mandolin and be accompanied by his own backup band.
Saturday night at 8:30 p.m. Mitch
Ryder and his new group, Detroit,
will perform in Peirce Hall. Ryder's
new band is hard rock, and is becoming widely known across the
country. Both concerts will be $1.00
admission per person.
Perhaps one of today's more definitive hardass rock groups, Detroit
will feature Mitch Ryder on Lead
Vocals, he of ' Sock It To Me Baby,"
and "Devil With A Blue Dress On"

President Caples has accepted an invitation from the
House Council to discuss
with the residents of McBride
the future of housing and coeducation at Kenyon. This discussion, which will be open to
all other interested students,
will take place in the Main
Lounge of McBride Residence
at 1 p.m. on Saturday, April
22, 1972. Please come and express your opinions.
Mc-Bri-

de

fame. The sound is pure energetic
rock 'n roll music with Mitch's
phenomenal vocals leading the way.
The Food Service will probably be
offering its customary free hot dogs
and beverages outdoors from about
11 P.M. to 2 A.M. one of the two
nights. Also, the second annual Ye
Olde Kenyon Follies, under the direction of Larry Harbison, will take
place outside Gund Commons from
1 P.M. on Saturday. Many Kenyon
artists will perform, and refreshments will be on sale.

IXenyon

Folliss

The iSecond Annual "Ye Olde Kenyon Follies" is coming, featuring
gorgeous girls, handsome young
lads, and many tunes.
The "Follies" will be an outdoor

affair this year, having its origins
in the area between Gund Commons

and McBride. It will take place Saturday afternoon of Spring Dance
Weekend from 1:00 P.M. to the cows
come home.
Among the featured performers in
this year's edition of the "Follies"
are Kathy Dawson, Frank Koucky,
Mary Dean, Priscilla McCandles,
the Fearless Fradkin, the Jazz
Workshop, Bob Claster, TomHeany,
Rob Kolson, Leon Haslip, and much
much more.
Also featured are the Bread People, the Organic Food People, and
maybe the Choir, who will sell good
things to eat in conjunction with the
afternoon's festivities. Saga may
provide cokes, too. In any event,
please feel free to bring your own
liquid refreshment.
A splendid time is guaranteed for

all.

Simon Says:
Touch your Ddl
Simon O.

Lesser, Professorof

En-

glish at the University of Massachusetts and author of "Fiction and
the Unconscious" spoke last Tuesday in the Biology Auditorium on
"Psychoanalytic Criticism." Mr.
Lesser is an expert in the field.
Unfortunately Mr. Lesser handled
his controversial topic timidly, offering the most arbitrary statements
up without foundation, such as casual
mention of Dostoyevsky's latent
homosexuality. On the other hand, he
attacked the large audience most
forcefully with the obvious. Consequently he attracted many skeptical
questions. Mr. Lesser was unable to
prove that the application of
ic
criticism, which generally
finds Freudian patterns in the
structure of fiction, is a necessary
critical tool.
Unfortunately again, the questions
following the lecture were, by comrefreshingly articulate.
parison,
Through inept oratory Mr. Lesser
lost the support of even those willing to believe him. General opinion
was that Lesser watered hispoison:
he underestimated us, so we underestimated him. Certain faculty felt
cheated because Lesserread most of
his speech from photocopies of
"Fiction and the Unconscious." Nobody was happy and the crowd interrogated Mr. Lesser with a polite

vengeance.

The evening was rescued only by a
very articulate gin, lemonade, and
white wine punch.

psych-analyt-

J

0
SIMON LESSER, psychoanalytic-criti- c,
came to Kenyon from the
University
of
Massachusetts
where he is a professor of English
to lecture on his controversial
method of criticizing literature.
Photo by Leslie Rodnan.
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there some sort of write-u- p on both
the history and presentation of this
play? Not even an announcement, and
so who knew? 3) I don't know whether
received academic
the students
two
credit for all this work-som- e
hours onstage for most of the cast- -,
but in a way I hope not. There are

To Ihe Editors:
In the last Collegian issue, Mr.
Schaufele, music major,
Steven

maintained that creative writing
should never be credited toward an
English major because it is impossible to evaluate creativity," I ask
you then, Mr. Steven Schaufele,
music major, what right have you
to obtain credit toward your major
for any music composition courses
you take? Or are you implying, perhaps, that musical composition is a
mechanical rather than creative activity?
Signed,
Rob Kolson. '74

ncit

extra-curricul-

un-

ar

graded activities of thissort on campus, and I would hate to think that
students would put so much time and
effort into such a project only if
they were to be rewarded for it
academically.
But whatever the case here I would
again like to thank all involved for
a memorable evening of thought-fu- ll
theatre, and although hardly a play
for festive occasions, "Oppenheimer" would be an excellent illustration of at least male student

To the Editors:
We don't know what the purpose of
quoting the low figure of attrition in
Cothe junior class of the once-wordinate College, but to set it
straight for the COLLEGIAN, fifty-nimembers of our class have left
school, probably not to return.
as

The deadline for submitting
recipes for the new edition of the
GAMBLER COOK BOOK has been
extended to June 15. The original
deadline, April 1, came and went
without producing anywhere near
enough recipes to fill the cook-

ne

Signed,
Roberta Hilt
Darlene Gaughan
To the Editors:
On Wednesday night I and a very
few others had the privilege of witnessing a studentproduction of anal-mo- st
playable script "In the Matter
of J. Robert Oppenheimer." Without
reviewing the individual and cumulative excellencies of the performance, I would like to say that the
actors and director made an exciting, often moving, and extremely
experience out of
what is little more than the transcript of the official inquiry into the
thought-provoki-

enough

book.
So please, everyone, dig back
into your culinary history and
cresend us some
ation to put into the book. We don't
expect many recipes which are
wholly original (though we'd be
delighted with any you may have
that are), but we'd like ones with
which you are familiar recipes
which you can recommend and
add individual touches or comments to. Please share with us
your favorite recipes. We need
them!
We especially want recipes
from students. You will soon be
alumni and alumnae and a copy
good-tasti-

ng

Oppenheimer security clearance
case in the Communist witchhunting
days of the early 1950's.
The fact, however, that a presentation that poses so many vital
moral questions and historical problems should be so poorly attended
and publicized does warrant comments, and here are three of mine:
1 ) There
is much dissatifaction
the paucity of "events" in Gam-bie- r.
Yet here was what I would consider a major event of the year, and
who came? 2) Rather than all those
interminable gripe columns in the
COLLEGIAN lastFriday, whv wasn't

ng

of the GAMBIER COOK BOOK
with a recipe of your own initwill
be an inspiring way to start out in
cooking. We
the world of
non-Sa-

a-b- out

ga

invite your parents to contribute
also.
Send your recipes, each one on
a separate 8 12 X 11 typewritten
sheet, to Alexandra Fleckles,
Box 183, Gambier, now, while
you are thinking about it! Many
thanks.

by Rick Lesaar
Recently there has been a good deal of loose and generally irresponsible talk on this campus, all to the effect that the students are out of touch
with reality; that the Kenyon experience isolates us from the "real world."
To prove that this is not the case, I have developed the "1972 Reality Test",
which I invite you all to take now. Simply check true or false in the margin,
beside each statement below. Ready? here we go:
toy trucks were bought in the United States in 1966.
1.
2. The beauty of Gambier and the unhurried atmosphere provide an ideal
environment for the College community.
3. All passengers on motor bikes in Saigon were required to ride sidesaddle because, it was reasoned, it's harder to throw a firebomb that
way.
4. The primary consideration in recruitment and retention of the Kenyon
faculty is excellent teaching.
5. Nine of ten adults and nearly all school-ag- e
children were able to identify Smokey the Bear correctly in a Forest Service survey.
6. Differences are solved and needed changes are made, because the climate
for dialogue is so much a Kenyon tradition.
7. You can now buy a souvenir
which makes a flash, a bang and
produces a mushroom cloud of smoke--an- d
it's made in Japan.
8. Each Kenyon student is, in his own way, a
curious, and
responsive individual. He demonstrates the trust, respect for others,
and initiative necessary to make him a vitally participating member in
the endeavors of the College community.
9. At any given instant in the college lecture hall, 20 per cent of both men
and women are thinking about sex, and only about 20 per cent are paying
attention to the professor.
10. The objective for which we strive in teaching is an interplay between
student and teacher whereby they jointly explore a field of learning to
achieve maximum understanding of the subject.
11. Americans are dying from gunfire--i- n
the U.S.--the rate of one every
30-mill-

ion

A-bo-

mb,

self-directe-

d,

at

30

minutes.

12. Kenyon's

extracurricular program makes a complete campus life, with
something to fulfill every interest.
Well, let's see how you did.
statements are true.
statements are not true, (they came from the College catalog).
If you said the odd'swere true thenyou are probably cold, cynical, and reaOdd-number-

ed

Even-number- ed

sonably intelligent. If you said the even's were true then you failed, and
should call the Public Relations Office at P3X231 and ask for a job. But
before you flunkies make that call I'll give you one more chance. Is the following statement true or flase?
Parents' Weekend enabled many parents to experience Kenyon just as
their sons and daughters do; to see Kenyon as it really is.

talent and initiative come Commencement and Alumni Week time.
Signed,
Richard O. Swain,
Department of Art
A reply:
Through the use of logic, it is
quite easy to determine that an event
which occurs on Wednesday cannot
be announced on Friday. AndasMr.
Klein put it in his column, because
of "miracle of modern communications," an event that occurs on Wednesday, a play for instance, can not
be reviewed for Friday's paper. As
you probably know, part of the professionalism of a production is its
publicity. A play without publicity,
thus an audience, is not a production
at all, professional or not The
COLLEGIAN is, in theory and practice, "a journal of student opinion."
We make every effort toprint everything that we receive and in that no
one came to us expressing any interest in "Oppenheimer," writing about
it, or simply publicizing it, we printed 8 pages of articles that students
wanted to write. L.F..D.L.
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NEWLY ELECTED Student Council President Ben Gray smiles knot,
ingly now that he is at the helm. Ben's cohorts axe Ann Wiester,
president, Jon Roth, treasurer, and Tom Stamp, secretary. Photo by
Leslie Rodnan.
Yi

P

As the editors of THE COL-

LEGIAN we are happy (nay,
ecstatic, possibly
overjoyed,
hysterical with glee) to turn
over our positions to a capable
and charming sophomore, Rob
Murphy. Rob's first issue will
come out May 4th and his
duties will continue for the
next academic year. One of the
brighter aspects of our year as
editors was the opportunity to
work with some very cooperative and fun people. Special
thanks go to Gay Garth, one
of our assistant
editors, who
gave up a lot of her free time
to work long, hard hours with
us at ihe printer's. Jude Ross
and Jim Kallsirom were joys
to work with on Tuesday
nights writing headlines, photo
captions, and editing. Richard
Clarke, Jim Lucas, Carl Mueller, Rick Lesaar, Leslie Frad-ki- n,
Stettler, Rob
Steve
Chalphin,
Gerry
Murphy,
Kerry Pechter, Margaret Allen, and Barbara Lee were
always prompt with their
stories and columns. Richard
deserves mention for taking
heaps of abuse from both of
us and rarely flinching. Leslie
Rodnan did a great and efficient job with photography and
Rosecrans Baldwin's artwork
was superb. Because of space
we can't mention everyone
who helped us and out of decency we won't mention those
who didn't. Last, but definitely
not least, we wish to express
our appreciation to Bob Vogt
and his staff at Printing Arts
Press for putting up with us
and for doing a fine job.
L.F., D.L.
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In an exclusive COLLEGIAN interview, we spoke with the new president of Student Council, Ben Gray.
Through a skillful manipulation of
election dates, none of the candidates
were able to make their views known
publicly. But now that we have finished with the annual popularity contest, Ben Gray, a member of Senate
and of the notorious Constitution
Committee in the past year, expresses some of his thoughts:

rW
Li

women will tend to view their int-

as being somewhat more mutt
ally inclusive."
COLLEGIAN: What are yougoL
to do about student apathy?

erests

BEN GRAY:

"I'll

ignore it

Ba

seriously, it seems that if student!
are really being abused in someway,
their apathy disappears togetsorce-thindone. I hope that there Hill
increased student interest in sentj
on trustee and faculty committees.
I also hope that student interests
COLLEGIAN: What do you plan to running for the other studentgoveni-men- t
accomplish in the coming year?
positions will be as great as n
BEN GRAY: "My main goal is to was for this first election."
fulfill the somewhat incomplete beCOLLEGIAN: Your predecessor
ginnings of the constitution and to set up the Senate Committee i
turn it into a more viable document. drugs. What do you think will com
There are many precedents thatwill of it?
have to be set that are really not acBEN GRAY: "There should be i
counted for in the actual document." greater student awarenessofthets
of drugs at Kenyon and the extent
COLLEGIAN: What is your immedwhich it is a problem."
iate goal?
COLLEGIAN: Do you think itisi
BEN GRAY: "I want to getthe budproblem?
reget worked out in the time that
BEN GRAY: "I wouldn't be sobok:
mains and to get things running
to say that it isn't a problem fc
as
smoothly."
I think that the committee shouldalsc
COLLEGIAN: How will women fit consider alcohol. Judging fromi;
experience, I think that alcohol is i
in?
BEN GRAY: "Student Council is far greater problem. I hope that
the committee report is out,itwcf.:
one of the arenas where
but that the ai
will become more than just a just be
change in semantics. In choosing
ministrative staff, the faculty cot
committee members, I don't intend mmittees, as well as the
bodies, will consider-ste- ps
to discriminate with regard to sex
might be taken to reduced
and for that reason, ratios are out
problem. It seemsfc
of the question. The Executive Comone of the bigger problems here
mittee will choose committee members who seem to be the most interthat often a committee is created
dested and capable without regard to consider a specific problem, it
and rlong
time
any superficial qualities because the
eliberates for a
campus government is now one goveleases a report but the implication
of the report on all aspects of
ernment. For three years,
has been a semantic block that here are not considered by muck J
has impeded our natural interests as anyone."
COLLEGIAN: What issues do.
students and there has been too much
factionalism. I hope that men and see evolving in the next year?
BEN GRAY: "Because the repcoresentational system in the new
or
nstitution must be reconsidered
coeducat
we see what direction
He proposes a yearbook with higher
to
quality, if smaller in size, than those is taking us in, there will have
reW
to
committee
some
sort of
of previous years. Rob Murphy, a
sophomore, was chosen editor of the constitution. Hopefully that rewill review not only the
THE COLLEGIAN. Rob intends to
presentational system but an)'
work toward a more news oriented
paper and will continue publishing on the constitution which may pro
a
basis. Gordon Hutner, be inadequate in light oftheStude
Rights Committee Report (com
also a sophomore, will replaceSteve
soon) and any problems that ari"Doc" Gittleson as editor of Perspective. Hutner's magazine will we go along. The knowledge thats
a committee as this will be crea
contain articles written by individuwill hopefully compensate lor
als outside of the Gambier community and will stress diversification
discontent over the hasty
,.,v,;t, fhpConSB"1lo
rather than a unified theme.
suc
tion Committee had to use inre!
Though there was a paucity of apAs
plicants there was no lack of talent mitting the new constitution.
that
available to the Pub Board in their other issues, I should think
push
decision making. All applicants who women may well begin to
ran without opposition were screenbetter share in such things as
ed for their merit and were not handathletic budget I hope the
will be vocal enough to dispe
ed the jobs by default. (De fault obviously lies in the apathy on campus). fears of male dominance.
g

be

to

or.ee

co-educat-

ion

ho-hum-

med

campusgfl-emmen-

drug-alcoh-

ol

is

life

co-ordina-

tion

Pub Board Picks

Dateline: South Ascension 31
On Tuesday (the day before yesterday) the Publications Board, an
active little group composed of the
editors of the various publications
and their advisors and headed by the
inimitable P. D. Church, professor
of English, along with several representatives from the Student Council, met to choose the new editors
of HIKA, REVEILLE, THE COLLEGIAN, and PERSPECTIVE

and the

station manager for WKCO.
At any rate, Ross Posnock, a sophomore, was chosen to editHIKA, the
campus literary magazine now under the direction of junior Kerry
Pechter. Greg Widin was reinstated
in a second term as station manager
for WKCO with talk of the station
going FM. Bob Horowitz, a junior,
will replace Leonie Silverman as
next year's editor of REVEILLE.
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Freshman
students
Minneapolis and four to Cincinatti
If you've been hunting for a campus next year are going to have a diffion July 1 to work for the city governjob all year and your persistent cult time finding jobs. These proments or
organizations.
queries never seem to get any reposed jobs could conceivably be
In addition to this money and the
sponse or explanation, it could be eliminated as well, if the minimum regular $50,000 the College pays
that the College has decided that you wage is raised. They will be subject
students each year, the Board of
to approval by the
don't need the extra money, anyway.
Trustees plans to grant $15,000 to
All students are broken down into
for Finance, Mr. Sam Lord.
bring the toaal to $87,800 and this is
More money will come from the from the College alone. Saga cannot
three job priorities, which are deProgram spontermined by family income as stated College Work-Stud- y
create any more than its present 150
in the Parent's Confidential Statesored by the Department of Health, jobs and it will continue to funnel
Education, & Welfare. Kenyon had $62,000 to student employees anment. First priority is given to students with an annual family income never before applied for this money, nually. A minimum of 30 students
will behiredbySagaunderthe Work-Stuof less than $9,000, second priority and on the initiative of Mr. LomProgram and a minimum of 45
to students above the $9,000 line but bard, it was done this year and has
netted a$22,800 grant. This money is jobs will be held exclusively for
in need of financial assistance, and
to be used exclusively to remunerate
scholarship students, under a rethird are students above $9,000 with
students within this program for cent agreement.
no apparent need. Of the fifty or so
campus jobs. About a third of this
people in the first graduation, alMr. Lombard is in charge of all
money will be paid to Kenyon stucampus jobs and the headwaiters and
most all hold campus jobs and all
dents over the summer. Under the managers of Saga hire employees in
were offered employment.
This year Kenyon had 403 student program eight people will go to cooperation with the College,
jobs in operation; 150 with Saga and
A
i
r ir i
253 with the College. For those inin
terested in job discrimination, the
percentage of women holding campus
jobs is slightly higher than the perby Barbara Lee
centage of women enrolled at KenWith fond
kisses and smiles for her Black brothers.
inyon, purely by coincidence. This
and sisters, she come: Sister Sonia. Come to read her poetry and she BEcludes Saga jobs as well. And roughthe sisCOME her poetry-Bringi- ng
light and courage to faltering e's
(153 of slightly
ly
ter who come through the unpaved way-o- ne of the first to stand and say "no
over 200) of scholarship students
more!'' to the Man. Love is the secret. Love for Black brothers and sisters"
hold about 40
of campus jobs.
and so the end of conflict among us Dedication to the Black man, the Black
Next year there will be more jobs
family, the Black race. Sister Sonia-Bla- ck
sister, Black woman-NE- W
and more money for jobs. Mr. LomBlack woman in a dawning
Black woman saying "no!" to slavery
bard has canvassed all the College's
ng
of mind, body,
her Black man the chance to say "no!" to slavery
departments for new jobs and plans
of mind, body, soul-T- he
chance to be a man if he be ready-I- F he be Black
to compile all existing and proposed man enough to be a man-- To let loose of pink Thighs and "tight white asses"
jobs into a brochure. This brochure
-- To stand and take care of his uncarea for Black woman-- To
rinse himself
will not be made available to all
of the creamy maggots that eat his body-- To free his faggot mind-- To be a
now
however!
As
stands,
students
it
man, make me want to be HIS BLACK woman and we be two very Black peoonly freshmen and scholarship stuple for Black people.
dents will receive it. A system has RIDDLED ME: Is there a difference between a faculty which forces Blacks
been devised to give upperclassmen
and whites to segregate (circa '50's, '60's) and one which forces them to
priority in job selection as well. integrate (circa '70's)?
non-scholars-

hip

non-pro- fit

Vice-Preside- nt
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INTERESTING and complex monlage celebrating Ihe career
tfd life cf Herman Hesse has been on exhibit in the main lounge of
and, at this writing, is still there. Photo by Jeff
Cund Commons
THIS

Irt

ie Ravings

by Garry Chtlphin

all the discussion currently going on about the curriculum, it perhnot be out of place to offer some comments on the level and
of the discussions. It is the contention of this writer that much of
js present discussion is peripheral to the curriculum per se and that of
depart which does pertain to the curriculum, there is a great deal which is
or both. I do not wish to condemn anyone in particular,
iqpid,
viewpoint and suggest that a good deal
iut to criticize an
rfwhat passes for sincere, constructive discussion about the curriculum is
and nonsensical.
ioth irrelevant
From what I heard in the forums held two weeks ago and in discussion
both prior and subsequent to that time, I have become convinced that many
ithe points which have been raised have little or no bearing on the curriculum itself. For example, many people have claimed, among other things,
iatthey have bad teachers, their major programs have too many required
courses, the available facilities are inadequate, that grades are worthless,
ieir classes are too large, that too much useless work is assigned, that
basis and that their indprofessors are available on an
ividual creativity is being stifled. Unfortunately, while some of these are
quite legitimate
concerns and proper topics for discussion, they are not
jiestions which pertain at all to the question of the curriculum. Raising
such questions in the context of curricular change only results in a needless
confusion and distortion of the issue at hand. Issues which properly belong
ic
the Regulations
or Student Advising Committees, E.P.R.A. or the
departments should not be raised when discussing the curriculum.
That some of the points enumerated above are important is not being denied
here. What I do deny is their relevancy to the curriculum.
Of the points which have been raised and which do pertain to the curriculum, two are worth noting. 'The first concerns the diversification or
requirement and the second the concept of specialization. With respect to diversification,
it is usually claimed that the present system of
Guided Electives is too demanding. What is too demanding, however, is
suite unclear and to the extent that it is clear, is, in all too many cases,
id individual unwillingness to do the academic work. Speaking as objectively
ad honestly
as I can, it is clearly the case that in most of the courses
which fulfill
the diversification requirement, the work load is considerably
less than is required in upper-lev- el
courses and certainly cannot be called
exorbitant At this time, I can think of only one guided elective which cannot be satisified by a course which is either a work gut, a grad gut or both.
Thus, it is, in my opinion, ridiculous to claim that the Guided Elective system is too academically or intellectually demanding. Anyone who can't get
at least a C
in any of the Guided Elective courses should not be here in the
With

sub-;tan- ce

aps will

self-seeki- ng

all-too-preva-

lent

all-too-infreq-

uent

aca-iem-

to

dis-iribut-

first

ion

place.

far as the question of specialization goes, the discussions which
so far are inconclusive. The great bulk of the current criticism of major programs seems to say that far too many units of work are
required for a major and that of these, too many are specified by the departments themselves. Generally speaking, this criticism is unfounded. As far
is the east side of Middle Path goes (where I have the bulk of my experience), departmental requirements vary from departments which require
12 units of work to departments which require only 4. Similarly, some
departments specify up to 75 or 80
of those units while others specify
wie. Thus, it is difficult to say whether the current specialization requirements are too stringent. One must judge each department separately. What
' will say,
however, is that from my own experience and observation, it is
GENERALLY true that those departments which have relatively rigid recrements also seem to have more intellectually and academically competent people as majors. That this is not true in every case is possible, but
has just been my own experience and I have yet to see evidence to the
As

lave

been held

contrary.

From all that r have said here, it should be clear that I am more than a
'it incensed by many of the "curriculum" discussions. If Kenyon is indeed

transition period, seeking to find a new identity for itself, then it should
that the questions now being discussed are of crucial importance
to
the continued existence of the place. It is accordingly the conviction of
's writer that this existence is threatened by the bulk of the discussions
underway. For it is my firm conviction that if Kenyon is to survive, that
survival will depend primarily, if not exclusively, on the quality of the edition being offered here. To the extent that many of the criticisms of the
Present curriculum and the quality of the education will lower the quality of
e
education, the existence of Kenyon is in doubt. To really help Kenyon,
criticism should
be directed toward the improvement of the teachers and the
Jfses, for if there is no teaching and academic excellence, the curricu-- r
structure is meaningless. In the last analysis, Kenyon's survival will
jPend on the excellence of its education and that is something which the
est
curriculum in the world cannot replace.
There is one last point which I wish to make. Of all the criticism which
sbeen directed against the diversification requirements in particular and
e
degree requirements in general, there has been none which has been
to show how
a liberal education might be provided and produced in a
ter way than is done by the present system. No one who has ever
Jieved it has ever claimed that a liberal education is easily gotten. A
Orally educated person becomes, liberally educated through a hard, ardu-"- s
and not always satisfying process. Any degree of enlightenment, no
"after hna,
oo;n, Wo wnnlii all do well to remem- n j
r that in
any discussion of liberal education, an overemphasis on the ad- A
'uve can destroy the meaning of the noun.
i"
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GV3ore
by Leslie Fradkin

or Las Fradlkin
strange tension in his voice which
more than makes up for his
small energy. There is
less focus on the lead guitar, and
more stability in the arrangements
(which are less freaky). Definitely
a record to note.
Jim Capaldi "Oh How We Danced"
(Island SW 9314)
com-paritiv-

Jo Jo Gunne (Asylum SD 5053)
Well, we're off and running at
Saratiga again. Pretty soon, I'll put
out Fradkin'sGreatestHits--- a banal
collection of all time lows in journalistic excercise. Jo Jo Gunne is
one hell of a group. Now, I'll admit
that they don't totally get ittogether
on this, their first album, but without a doubt, this band has some tremendous potential.
This group is an offshoot of Spirit.
Members include Jay Ferguson
(Keyboards, and Vocals), Mark
Andes (Bass and Vocals), Mathew
Andes (Guitar and Vocals) and
Curley Smith (Drums and Vocals).
Jay Ferguson and Mark Andes are
of Spirit. Nothing is
lost in transition. Their cheesey Top
40 hit of "Run Run Run" is included
plus some tremendous rocking stuff
like "Babylon", "Shake That Fat",
and "I Make Love." Andes is no
Randy California of the guitar buthe
is a fine talent. However, the real
attraction of this group just has to be
Ferguson who really can take a song
and fly with it. Consider yourself in
for a treat if you buy.
ex-memb- ers

Spirit "Feedback

ely

"Eve" is a very beautiful song.
Probably, it will be ignored as a single. The rest of the album. . .well,
it suffers from lackluster songs but
it does have some very good
arrangements. Definetely very unexciting.
Edgar Winter's White Trash
"Roadwork" (Epic KEG 31249)
It is what the name says it is: white
trash. Trashy rock 'n roll, bad gospel, pretensious horn arrangements,
and of course, Johnny Winter. One

song. Time has taken

Yecch!

Other addenda: I have, of course,
had much amusement seeing everyone (except an astute few) fooled by
my Hot Buns fantasy. To be sure, it
was created as an April Fool's joke
and the biggest fool of all was that
it came after April fools day. It
seems perhaps unusual that people
so desperately want to believe. So,
no apologies! Just read your paper
more carefully.

Colonial iHustc
25 W. Vine, Mf. Vernon
Ph.
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I don't even know why he's here. And
17 minutes of "Tobacco Road" '

in Fin

Dining

(Epic KE 31175)

Now to the other half of our Spirit
saga. This legendary West Coast
band continues to rise out of the
ashes, so to speak. I was never really a Spirit freak before this LP (although I must admit I liked them),
but this record just blew me over.
Without a doubt, their finest record
to date, it is more even than their
past releases which had occasional
flash ("I Got A Line On You",
"Fresh Garbage", "Uncle Jack",
etc.) but little continuity despite
their feeble attempts to throw (or
sew)
everything
together with
smooth segues and transitions. Ed
Cassidy (Drums) and John Locke
(Keyboards) are the holdovers from
the old Spirit. They are now joined
by the Staheley Bros who play Bass
and Guitar. Al Staheley handles the
lead vocals. While his singing is not
as exciting as Ferguson's he has a
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2 BIG SH0WS

7

&

10 p.m.

FRANKIE VALLI & THE 4 SEASONS

JAY

&

ANTHONY

THE AMERICANS
& THE IMPERIALS

THE COASTERS
PRICES: $5.50
$4.50
$3.50
TICKETS: Central Ticket Office (Richman's) 37 N. High
St.; All Sears Stores. For return of mail orders please
envelop to Central Tickenclose stamped,
et Office, 37N.HighSt., Columbus, or25tf mailing charge.
self-address-

ed
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rama Club Ends Season

DoiMruiD

Joanne
Berg's
comic
trait.
Smeraldina, exuberant, wily, bouncing around the stage with gay abanIs THE KING STAG meant merely don, was an effective contrast to
for children, undergraduate esRobert Eichler's superb
capists, nostalgic adults, and playTruffaldino, whose grace, stage preseeking their second sence and comic sense are
ful
youth? Perhaps, but whom among us
does not welcome this relief from
the serious, the relevant, the challenging, the heavy, the competetive?
The Dramatic Club has given us a
chance to indulge ourselves in sentiment, fantasy, wonder and escape;
only the cynic or the pedant can complain.
The cynic or pedant, perhaps sym- by John Ward,
Department of English

old-time-

rs

nx

find a wife. Through the aid of some
striking stage magic, (the nature of
this viewer refuses to
which
divulge),
he manages to find the
beautiful Angela. Deramo's troubles
begin here as his wickedprime minister, Tartaglia, puts into effect a

s
V

critique

April

.
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Famifcasy

work. Most ofthemdid.BillSlusser,
as the romantic king, pulled off the
difficult part with aplomb. This reviewer is eagerly awaiting Bill's debut in a really meaty part. Both
Janice Paran and Kathleen Taylor
were successful in the dangerous
roles- - of Inamorata (young women).
The highly romantic language came
off well with only a hint of camp gestures. Joanne Berg was hilarious as
bumpkin, Smeraldina,
the belle-is- h
playing with all the flair of a soused
Scarlett O Hara. Jim Dunning as
Pantaloon, the senile father, was
magnificent. This reviewer would
like to offer a personal vote of thanks
to Mr. Dunning for the many hours
of comic enjoyment he has provided
on the Hill Stage, rarely in large
roles, but always inventive and funRob
Finally,
ny.
Eichler as
Truffaldino, the King's birdcatcher,
had the opportunity to bring into play
his marvelous ability at the mime.
Unfortunately, most of the other
main characters failed to hit the
mark. Doug Anderson, as Tartaglia,
performed with a fire, but did not
manage to play the fierce rages,
comic stutter and incompetency of
the character to the hilt. Particularly grating was the voice employed by
Jim Fenhagen in an otherwise skillful portrayal as Cigolotti. He sound- -

pathetic but patronizing in his appreciation, will conclude that THE KING
STAG was mere froth, barely worth
staging, and easy to stage at that
But no criticism could be more unjust. The "business", the stage effects, the magic and music, are not
just for fun; they transport us to a
new comic world, a world with its
own special physics and chemistry,
its peculiar psychology, and appropriate poetic justice.
Thus THE KING STAG does notask ANGELA, THE BEAUTIFUL young thing, portrayed by Janice Paran
us to suspend our disbelief and (right) gazes soulfully at Jim Dunning.
imagine that the dramatic fiction il,-,
r
luminates our reality; it creates its unequalled in the production. And
Jim Dunning's Pantaloon was a
own. And that new creation is spectasuccessful contrast to the
cularly accomplished in the Hill
Theater production. No audience can megalomaniac Tartaglia, played to
resist looking for the explanation for stuttering perfection by Doug Andermagic tricks, but it is amazing how son.
quickly we stop trying to discover
"how they did it", and begin to marThe hardest roles were those of
vel at what obviously IS happening. the "straights", who had to be serMU-S- r
I will not list those tricks which I
ious, pure and sentimental. Janice
found amazing, not because I fear Paran as Angela was able to expand
spoiling them for others as much as the range of her role, projecting real
I fear removing them from their proanger and the hint of seductiveness
per sphere of stage and Serendip. as well as innocent good nature, the
But the guards' jubilant and improbof
hallmark
her part. Jim
able leaping, the stages' capering
Fenhagen's toothless Cigolotti, Bill
and their tenacious grip on captors' Slusser's honest Deramo, Mark
poles, the woodwinds' strategic muDonnenfield's Brighellas, Kathleen
sical emphasis on particular lines Taylor's Clarissa, Harlow Keith's
and actions, Deramo's faithful adLeander, and Wilder Gutterson's
!
f
visor and mugger, the Face, and the Durandarte, filled outa very compegreat green bird, "more learned tent cast. Together Jim Michael was
JOANNE BERG (left) as Smeraldina appears to be putting the moves
than all the professors at the univerobviously able to make of them not on Rob Eichler who plays Truffaldino, the bird catcher.
sity combined", all make "busijust a cast of characters, but, for an whole series of marvelously malic
ed like Moose of the "Archie
ness" a pleasure and remind us how evening, a new world. He has made ious machinations to relieve Deramo Comics."
blissfully far Serendip is from the THE KING STAG a chance for enof his kingdom, his fiance, and even
The greatest problem with the proreal world. Dan Parr and his crew chantment and escape, a marvelous
his body. He does this with the aid of duction was the various different
need no further proof of their powentertainment for children of all a powerful magical spell which encomic techniques employed, not all
ers than this successful illusion of ages.
ables him to take over the body of of which integrate well. As the cura new world.
tain rises, one is immediately imAnd that new world is full of the
mersed in the fantasy world of Sermost extraordinary
characters,
endip with greeneried portals, exotic
each played to emphasize one basic
music, a spinning chandelier which
enveloped the viewer in colorful
light, and a gossamer setting. This
?
air was again witPeter Pan-li,j-h
nessed during the last scene where
the magician Durrandarte, suavely
mar-velous- ly
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enacted by Wilder Gutterson, suddenly materializes
to set things
straight amidst magic and spectacle.
Between the first and last scenes,
however, things seem to have gone
awry. There is a curioua melange of
Marx Brothers farce, situation comHARLOW KEITH (left) who plays Leanaer converses with Jim Dunedy, and parody of declamatory
ning who portrays Pantaloon, a doddering old man. All photos by
style. These various styles just
Leslie Rodnan.
didn't combine successfully. Perhaps if Mr. Michael had been content
Deramo, as the actual king is transby Todd Leaviit,
formed first into a stag (hence the to appeal only for the "Peter Pan"
Drama Honors Major
title), and eventually into a wizened effect, and rejected the unnecessary
old man. The remainder of the play modernization in time (April, 1972)
The current showpiece at the Hill
is spent in an attempt to restore the or action (several of the characters
Theatre, THE KING STAG, by Carlo right souls to the right bodies, and in go through the farcical
Gozzi, opened Thursday night to a turn, Deramo to his rightful
routine), the end product would
throne.
full house. The play indicates much
There is the obligatory appearance have worked better. The saving
of the good and the bad in Kenyon's of the great sorcerer in
the end to grace of the production was the detheatrical aspirations. THE KING
lightful last scene, in which ten minset things straight, and all live hapSTAG isan 18th Century Italian compily ever after, as it should be. utes of stage magic and spectacle
edy which artfully interweaves the
leave the viewer uncaring about any
Professor James Michael's directhreads of
Commedia
tion, always enthusiastic, seems to previous inconsistancies.
Dell'Arte characters with an OrienThe technical aspects of the prohave encountered a number of probtal fairy tale atmosphere. The story, lems. Because so much of
duction, under the guidance of Dan
the protaking place in the mythical King-d- on duction revolves
Parr, can only be described as
around
ot'Serendip, revolves around the
thrilling. Dick LeBolt's pyrotech-nicit is essential
charactures,
efforts of the noble King Deramo to that each of these
magic and Vern Oakley's clev- character types
"slap-me-fiv-

I

!

JIM FENHAGEN as Cigolotti
shows the exciting costumes and
masks which are used in the production. The bird cage houses a
by
beautiful parrot, played
Wilder Gutierson who appears to
have flown the coop.

long-standi-
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ng

two-dimensio-

nal

al
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SLUSSER,

the King

of

Serendip, pauses here in his
search for a queen, after consulting his plaster bust, portrayed by
Jeff Tucker.
parrot were
erly constructed
sources of great merriment The
splendorous costumes, designed bv
Jessie Woeltz, snared even this
color-

reviewer's fancy. A special
note of commendation must goto
Tom Allen for his superb score,
which includes musical themes for
-blind

the major characters, a mysticisir
right out of the Arabian Nights, and
provides well 'timed highlights tc
counter-poicomic moments. For
Tom to devote so much of his labor
nt

On April 28 and 29 at 8:30P.M.
in the Hill Theatre, UNDER MILK
WOOD, a play by Dylan Thomas,
will be presented by Drama
the acting class, as a publicper-formanc- e
project The little fishing village of Milk Wood is the
center of
of the eccentric, lusty, and
thedawn-to-duskactiv-iti- es

humourous townspeople.
ssor Patterson, director

Profeof the
Under Milkttood

show, describes
as Dylan Thomas's
of life in a smaL
town. He captures the hypocrisy,
the humor, and the kaleidoscope
of Character types." The piay
irreverent-remembranc-

e

colleccontains a
tion of over 60 characters, and
each of the 13 students in the cast
will portray a wide range of
townspeople. Thomas' rich and
colorful script provides excellent opportunities for pantomime.
well-round-

ed

UNDER MILK WOOD will

serve

as the culminating acting project
for Drama 22. Tickets will be sold
in Peirce Hall during lunch, beginning Monday, April 24th. Admission is 75(! for students,
for all others.
to the Hill

Theatre

in addition

to his

already highly acclaimed work with
Cosmic Box Players (whichappears
to have been a fruitful training
ground for many of the actors in this
production) speaks eloquentlyforhis
ability and character.
There is a very logical reason lot
the impressiveness of the technical
aspects of KING STAG, and this reason does much to reflect on the
malaise that affects academic theat
atre in general. There exists here
fore'
Kenyon an unlimited work
which will struggle through the
,
to make a deadline and is paidnoth-ingri.e., slave labor. With such
e
!

esources,

how can a play fail in

Continued on Page
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perience our freedom

by Robert Cantwell
e
brief experience as a
teacher it has become more vividly apparent to me that the distinction between faculty and students, one in which as a student
I placed my own zealous faith, while
it has abundant and obvious practi-c- al
value, is largely a fiction deto assure a ceremonial
signed
authority on the one hand and a ceremcredulity on the other,
onial
neither of which promotes the pursuit of knowledge or necessarily reflects our real proximity to the truth.
It has become more and more diffi- col-jeg-

In my

i

college ana irs curriculum
are castles in the air: we should
foundations under
build the
"Our

them."
mlt

for me to accept

my abrupt

transformation into
knower, especially
when the training which qualified me
(or that distinction revealed, if nothing else, the extreme preciousness
of knowledge and the difficulty of di
it from its plentiful imitations, and hence the necessity of
being forever uncertain and inquisitive. The truism that we are all
students needs to be repeated occasionally; we teach because our
only our physical survival,
but the survival of what is best in
that we give unreservedly
of what we
confidently know: a
only revolutionary and
fact which
preliterate societies seem to fully
recognize. We do not teach to create
priesthoods
of knowledge. Thus
teaching and learning have no meaning unless we see clearly our crucial
dependence upon one another, which
is I think what we call "community"
and what we idealize as "sense oi
community".
We are right toyearn
for it the academic life is empty
without
it. But without the fact
of community there can be no sense
of it, and the fact of community
consists in our literal dependence
upon one another, not upon
patron, for everything our
intellectual, social, and physical na-

and
a

arbitrary

professional

s-tingu-

sur-vival--

ishing

not

us-dema- nds

somea-nonymo-

us

tures demand.
The relation
ical and modern

between the classmeanings of "Liberal arts" should be clear. If
the liberal arts are, as Mr.
eloquently reminded us, those
pursuits appropriate to the free man
as opposed to the slave, then the liberating arts are those which require
freedom for the pursuit and there-tor- e
liberate: freedom cannot be
understood apart from liberation.
It is not equivalent to leisure or to
absolute independence.
I am made
Mc-Cull-

"To

oh

the extent that we do our
work we might free our-Ivfrom the terrible demands
all kinds society makes upon

ewn

f

m

, both as
dividuals."

a college and as

in-

the implication in the classical notion of "liberal arts" that
fte freedom with which they are associated rests upon the labor of a
class of slaves, and I want to ask us
10
consider whose labor it is that
ur freedom depends on, and if that
dependence does not in fact constitute a kind of slavery? We fancy that
We
are free because the parents,
trustees, alumni, foundations and
who support us do not require our
stewardship and apparently ask nothing in return for their
support. It is peculiar class of free
hen and women
whose slaves reuneasy Dy

a-Se-

quire no

ncies

Our

care or attention.

remoteness from them seems to insure immunity
from their influence,
hen in
fact it insures that we shall
become

ever more cunningly

fash-ne-

d

to their image: I give you
every change Kenyon
has experienc- eo in the

last twenty years not

gen- -

c'Hea from within. We cannot ex

when we nave

never experienced the thing to which
we were bound. I would argue that
it is precisely this nagging sense
of estrangement from the foundations of our life that accounts for the
dissatisfaction
to which everyone
can testify but no one can define. No
knowledge of any kind is possible
without an intimate and unrelieved
responsibility for the foundations of
Its existence. Aristotle did not consistently employ the homely analogies of cooking and cultivating and
childrearing because other kinds of
experience were unfamiliar to him.
Freedom is only a moral bondage.
We can be bound to other men, to
ourselves, to our natures, to nature itself, or to God. This last
is freedom itself. We require a more
modest kind: bondage not to an amputated part of life, but to the whole
of it lor it can only be studied
in its wholeness. Our freedom requires a degree of selfsufficiency,
which in turn requires the concrete
interdependence which I have said
is the root of education.We are periodically assured that the curri
culum, if we study it diligently enough, will eventually show its
fundamental unity, and that a student can measure his success by
his ability to synthesize his course
work. But it is only at the root
that the intellectual synthesis a student is expected to make exists materially. I am suggesting that we
follow the example of Thoreau, and

KENYON
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legitimacy.
So should all of us
contribute regular labor to the buildings and grounds-- we
care for what
we care for.
Students should be
sufficiently responsible for the business of the college that any falling
off by them would amount to an emergency. Finally, because we are all
students in fact, all should teach.
There is not a student at Kenyon
who
does not have something to
teach, not a faculty member who does
not have designs for courses the curriculum - quite properly-wi- ll
never
allow him. I have a friend (who by
some sublime accident happens also
to be a student) who knows more
farming and domestic life than
I know about practically anything-w- hy
should he be made to feel that
his immense practical knowledge is
somehow unrelated or even contrary
to the kinds of knowledge promoted
in the classroom?- Most assuredly
it is not I recently discovered
that the shift in consciousness we
call Romanticism was first articulated in treatises on landscape gardenWhy should any student or
ing.
a-b- out

-

Page

courses do so for the same reason
that the man on the assembly line
wage:
demands an
hoping to compensate in quantity for
the impoverished quality of the work.
This actual interdependenc- eever-increasi- ng

"Teaching and learning have no
meaning unless we see clearly
our crucial dependence upon

one another."
knowing that the meal before us or
the grade report in our hand is in
part the fruit of our own labor-i- s,
in my opinion, essential. Like the
monasteries upon which we largely
model ourselves, the college should

admit its members into every proin which it is engaged; the monk
with his manuscripts,
was often
but often in the garden too, and in
the dairy. If the situation were
otherwise he could never have been
with God. I suggest that we weaken
our dubious collusion with a society
that uses us as an instrument of
change sometimes of themosthide- -

ject

ke

Kauf-man-

self-sufficien-

cy

"Private education is expensive;
as it becomes more expensive so
will both students and faculty
become still more homogeneous,
more narrow in prospect, a perverse rite of narcissism,
and vested interest."

s,

side, in nearness to ourselves, at
the heart of things. Like Thoreau
at Walden, we will acquire the universality that communion with the
elements of our being reveals, able
to see over the Steppes of Tartary
and to the plJiins beyond. In the
academy the familiar should become
strange, the commonplace exotic,
and the outmoded novel. Foreign
languages should become native, and
native language, to the extent that
we are trapped in it a foreign language. We show already a much
more profound parochialism than the
one we fear. Private education is
expensive; as it becomes more expensive so will both students and
faculty become still more homogeneous, more narrow in prospect,
a perverse rite of narcissism,
and vested interest I
suggest that we offer every student
an opportunity to pay for his education in work, and that we clear up
our present confusion between freedom and wealth.

not need the academy; they are
best transmitted by practice."

a-li-

separate Us from each other, from
nature and from the truth. To borrow an idea from an unpublished
n,
essay by literary scholar R.J.
who in turn borrowed from
Freud, the function of the academy
is to discover in the culture of which
it is a part the "latent dream" of
its "manifest" operations. To do
so the academy must be insulated
(not isolatedOfrom its object from
its prejudices, terrors, and illusions, and so is conventionally associated with seclusion. Isuggestthat
we are not secluded enough, and that
the interdependence and
I an advocating, even on a
small scale, would make all of our
study a song, like the song of the
Muses, from the outside, arriving
from a wonderful distance ("aesthetic" means "distance") simply because we will have entered the in- -

exclu-sivenes-

"I am not suggesting that all of
us should suddenly abandon our
interests for the sake of organic
gardening. The useful arts do

drive our life into this little cornel
of Knox County and force it to deliver up its essence. Our college
and its curriculum are castles in the
air: we should build the foundations under then. It is not, therefore, the intellectual organization of
our lives at Kenyon that requires
immediate revision, but the material dimension, which, when it is restored to us in a palpable way,
will vivify the perfectly integral but
moribund curriculum.
It is no accident that in these times
of fruitless work and saleable emptiness the useful arts should have tremendous appeal for us. To make,
to build, to grow, to cook, to know,
indeed, all the traditional skills
which make civilization possible but
which civilization has ignorantly let
pass away-- in the light of eternity,
few things are more important. I
am not suggesting that all of us
with Ph.D.s in science and letters
should suddenly abandon our interests for the sake of organic garden(though the idea, admittedly,
ing
keeps occurring to me). The useful arts do not need the academy;
they are best transmitted by pracI am suggesting, to repeat,
tice.
that we establish a sense of community by making our dependence upon
one another not metaphorical but
actual.
First, students and faculty
should bear responsibility for
literally every facet of college life.
Students should contribute work in
every office of the administration,
and should wield voice and vote at
faculty meetings. So should faculty
have similar powers and attendant
responsibilities in administration
and in student affairs. I do not mean
communication by memo, by rumor,
or the idle polling of opinion which
are a bureaucratic plague, butdirect
by everyone in the
participation
college in the total work of the
college. Students should be in the
kitchen as well as in the dining room,
buying and growing food as well as
consuming it, registering as well as
being registered, admitting as well
as being admitted. The more jealous we are of our special powers
the less certain we must be of their

5

ex-clusive-

ness,

It will be argued that no one, faculty or student has time enough. That
students and faculty need every
moment to pursue their academic work if that work is to bear
fruit I would contend that time is
not that neatly quantified resource
which we consume the way Volks-wagoconsume gasoline but rather
our conviction that life is dynamic
because of the changing claim that
circumstance makes upon attention.
Without change time becomes the
cleanly dissected corpse we have
made of it, and not a single moment has any density. Do we now
spend every available moment at our
books? I myself spend a good deal
of time in simple despair, productive
of nothing, being only dimly persuaded that what I do is of any wholesome use. I gather that the students are not totally immune to this
affliction. Personally I have never
been so interested in my subject as
after some productive physical work
(I do not mean "exercise", though
exercise is certainly involved), or
so aware of the need for physical labor as after a day at my desk.
Pedestrian duties and the pursuit
of truth are not exclusive; indeed,
the mind continues to work, and even
work more acutely, when it is freed
from selfconsciousness by a simple,
repetitive task, a sort of music.
Robert Frost said that when he had
run out of poetry he went to work
in the fields "to let the well fill up
again". We are intellectual and material beings, and neither can develop
without the other.
a-vai-

lable

ns

faculty member feel he mustpursue
inar
his particular
terest at the expense of his studies?
Our published ideals affirm that all
our efforts to improve our ability,
knowledge,
or understanding are
fundamentally one and arise from a
common spring in human nature. It
disturbs me, for example, that we
can spend money for self- - styled
poets when there are good
poets in our midst who, while they
may not be in Mark Strand's anthology, are transforming into poetry
experience familiar to us, and whose
work can be, for us, personal withIf we do our
out being obscure.
own work we shall become better
able to invent our own diversion and
entertainment, and we must.
Certain practical changes would
obviously be in order. Living arrangements might have to be reorganized: the establishment of lanfor
guage houses and
example, or some variety of co-e- d
housing. Course loads would have
to be reduced: but their satisfactions would be immeasurably inStudents who increase
creased.
to five or six
their course-loa- d
extra-curricul-

pro-fessio- nal

co-operati-

ves,

kind-wh- ile
at the same time is
deeply suspicious and even hostile
towards the values we profess, and
become a society of our own. To
the extent that we do our own work we
might free ourselves from the terrible demands of all kinds society
makes upon us, both as a college and
as individuals. The financial difficulties of the liberal arts college
will not be relieved by swelling income but by reducing expenditure.
The concept of unbridled growth is as
bankrupt in education as it is in business; the more we are like a corporation the less we will be like a
college. We will surviveall of us,
individuals, families, the country-w- ill
survive by making the most efficient use of our resources and by
ste
fearing waste above
of
money, of material, of physical and
intellectual energy, and most importantly waste of spirit.
I know I must seem to be advocating a terrible parochialism. I
am not I agree totally with Mr.
McCulloh's idea that liberal education comes from elsewhere-- it is
broadening, it enriches the imagination, it dissolves the barriers which

ous

all-wa-

My

point finally, is that we are not

and that by taking possession of
what binds us we shall become free,
to pursue the arts of freedom.

free,

Maintain Unbeaten Streak
W'DiniiniDinig
Lsxbitos-s

The charged up Tigers were quickly deflated as Chuck Capute and Bob
Voiles tallied in the first quarter.
However, the Tigers fought back to
even the count and then both squads
exchanged two goals in the second

by Gregg DeSilvio
a big week for Kenyon's
was
It
stickmen as they extended their unbeaten string to seven consecutive
victories without a defeat. Triumphs
and
over Oberlin, Ohio University
Wittenberg boosted the Kenyon led-

ger

quarter.

The second half opened with
Wittenberg tallying two quick goals
advantage. However,
to take a 6the tide turned again as Eric Mueller
intercepted a clear and went in for
an easy goal. Then inspired Bobby
"Jets" Hallinan scooped upa defensive ground ball and raced in for a
score which tied things again at
The teams traded goals before
the end of the fourth frame.
The fired ud Lords opened the

to 0.
On Monday, the Lords took on a
hard-hittiOberlin squad at Oberlin. The Lords could not manage a
goal during a tense first quarter.
However, the Lords finally broke
loose to tally seven goals against
7--

-4

ng

6--

the hapless Yeomen. Kenyon's ace
attackman had a hat trick plus three
assists while the other four goals
were split between seniors Bob
"Bullet" Voiles and Charlie Capute
and two fresh attackmen Eric
Mueller and Tom Bruggman.
With only one day's rest the
stickers took on a big Ohio University club which fell victim to the Kenyon juggernaut This was the Lords'
game from the beginning as Kenyon
amassed 14 goals. Once again Dave
Cronin paced the team with 4 goals
and 3 assists. His partner Bob the
Bullet added three assists. Freshmen

Kevin

McDonald

and

by Richard Clarke
Since the recent opening of the '72

Eric

est

baseball team the Lord sandlotters
have been victimized both the weather and the opposition. They have
dropped close games to goodHeidel-ber- g
and
and Oberlin teams
respectively and been rained out of
encounters with Baldwin-Wallaand Wooster. Their record is an unbut
impressive yet deceiving
perhaps that unenviable mark will be
alleviated by future games.
Against Oberlin the Lords rallied
from an early 0 deficit to take the
lead 3 before succumbing in the
bottom of the 9th. The Lords tallied
their initial run when 1st baseman
Jamie Kroeger singled in Rich
Swartz in the fourth inning. Kenyon
on a two run
evened the issue
homer by 3rd baseman Bill Gorski
following a Kurt Karakul double in
the 5th and took the lead when Butch
5- -4

5- -2

ce

1- -3

3--

4--

3-

-3

Rloyal Fantasy

Continued, from Page Four
technical department? This is not
meant to malign the dedicated workers who spend endless hours in
search of Russian samovars oryel-lo- w
violets. With such a work force
present and a constant core of capable actorsactresses, the directors
must be discriminating in their
choice of plays. Most Kenyon productions are a financial success before the show even opens, enjoy a
large volunteer workforce, are subsidized through the school and students and have an extremely
director. Under such conditions, if we cannotaffordtoexper-imen- t
with the drama, who can? Kenyon theatre need not worry about financial success or good reviews
(making this reviewer's job obsolete, perhaps) but we continually see
a desire to do only occasionally
challenging revivals of the classics.
Granted, KING STAG may be the
first American performance of the
play, but that, in itself, is nota reason for being. Kenyon's major productions are too far removed from
the excitement of the contemporary
com-peta-

li

by Jim Lucas and Carl Mueller

The P
teleph

Short Subjects

made

renowned "Wild Men from Borneo" .o,
Did you know that the world
of Gammer and never saw Borneo?
outskirts
the
on
actually born and raised
who were dwarfs; that had beards
The Wild Men Pultano and Vespasinus,
incoherently were really Hiram
babbled
and
ground
that reached the
Lyman Warner arran
Barney Davis. In about the year 1850, a man named
parents. Warner made a fortune
to take charge of the dwarfs from their
and upon his death, they were sold to the BarnM

ed

side-by-si-

Trust

Bushm
and m
In

the

ad

Ci

andW

'"t

dorm.
In ar
closet

de,

nt

experimental theatre movement and
it is a shame that for such "experimental" productions one must turn
to producing groups of limited means
or Mr. Parr's challenging course in
the contemporary theatre. The time
has come for a drastic revaluation of
the theory behind productions at
Kenyon if academic theatre is to remain a valid lively force in the
American Theatre. In THE KING
STAG, there was the constant suggestion of experimentation, with an
unfortunate vehicle unsuited to this
purpose. The children and older
members of the audience seemed to
love it. But as for this reviewer, the
play was somewhat like a meal at a
Chinese restaurant. You leave the
theatre happily gorged by an assault on your senses, but an hour
later you once again are starving
for a play with some kind of purpose,
one which may take chances and fail,
but is performed for a college audience, and utilizes the advantages of
the academic atmosphere. THE
KING STAG will be performed again
on
Thursday through Saturday
nights. All performances are at 8:30.

And

3--

IV

he gave up.

Against Wittenberg at Falkenstine
over the weekend, the Lords were
struggle after
involved in a tight
three innings but the Tigers then
broke the contest wide open with 5
runs (on 3 hits) in the 4th, single runs
in the 5th and 7th and 5 more tallies
in the 8th for a 13-- 3 romp over the
Lords.
The Lords will hope for return to
the form in the opener against the
when
Nazarene (game they won 13-they face Heidleberg again in a Saturday doubleheader up at Tiffin.
1)
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designed for the College
Man.

miqht be worth your
time to discuss the
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Alan D. Reed

College Protector

APRIL 26 IN PEIRCE HALL LOUNGE AT 7:00 P.M.
AT THE INSURANCE INVESTMENT SEMINAR
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Approved graduate school
typist will type your themes,
papers, thesis. Reasonable.
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exhibiting the brothers
and Bailey Circus with their names cna.u
1900 s. They are bar.
brothers lived to a ripe old age and died in the early
Vernon.
Mount
in
Cemetery
View
in Mound
ied,
Turkeys with Dressing
to be living in the past, iscc
The University of the South, not wishing
all men are required
sidering a revision of its dress code. As it stands now,
must wear dresses. T0
always
women
the
while
and
ties
coats
to wear
of pants must
motions would require thafsome sort ofshirtand some sort
was not quite as radical would
be worn to classes." The other motion which
be permitted to wear
not require a coat on warm days and women would
pants in inclement weather.
The Fruits of Welfare
great ideas in various letters
Everv now and then, we come across some
example,
there was in s suggestion
For
papers.
college
of
to the editors
paper:
"Last summer has
Black (making his first appearance
College
Muskingum
a letter to the editor of the
I was amazed to see
since his early season football inin the harvesting of some fruit trees.
share
to
invited
trees. The pears,
jury) singled in John Moroney in the
four
these
from
given
was
that
food
of
that vast quantity
been enough n
have
would
top of the 6th.
day
that
picked
apples, and peaches that were
I think about the maij
However, Oberlin came back to tie
situation.
needed
a
in
many
months
family
for
a
last
help in their living.
the score again and prior to the
families in our country having to receive welfare to
trees could be gives
clincher in the bottom of the 9th. With
I think about that for two or three dollars apiece, fruit
help: and
government
a 2 count and two out, the Oberlin
some
or
payments
welfare
to them through their
batter topped a little bobbler in front a few years not only would these trees be an excellent source of food and
very coarse
of the plate and while the throw to
nutrition but they would also add some beauty to the sometimes
column
this
for
researching
1st was high, the winning run came
in
lot
a
learned
have
sure
surroundings."--- !
in from third. Bob Price went the
distance for Kenyon and came up
with a creditable performance, allowing but six hits and striking out
7. His one downfall was the six walks

to Kevin McDonald who quick-stickit in for the victory.
Coming up next on the Lords'
schedule are a home game with Ashland Wednesday and a big Saturday
clash with the Ohio State Buckeyes
in Columbus. A week from Wednesday is a battle with the Big Red from
Denison down at Granville.
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Oiamondl Irvine
Speeds Victory

Mueller both rammed in three goals
apiece. Tom Bruggman tallied two
"more goals and sophomore Huck
Isaacs and captain Capute each contributed one to the attack. The final
score was 14-- 8 but the Bobcats were
never in it.
As much as the first two games
were offensive battles, last Saturday's match with the Wittenberg Tigers was a defensive gem. Special
credit should be given to defense
stalwarts, junior Bob Heaps and senior captain Dennis Puntello, who held
attackmen in
two Tiger
check the entire game. Their performance was nothing short of
All-Midw-

all.

overtime with a goal for a brief lead
however the tenacious Witt stickmen
picked up a garbage goal to prolong
the contest further. The pressure
continued as the league's leading
goalie Mike Tavener racked up his
20th and 21st saves of the game.
Finally, the Lords brought end to
the marathon match in sudden death
overtime. Bob Voiles fed a perfect
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